Will the bubble burst? Most CFOs predict a recession could hit the U.S. as early as NEXT YEAR, as major players like GM and Verizon axe huge numbers amid a slowing economy

- A financial forecasting survey was taken by 500 chief financial officers
- Officers are predicting that a recession could be in place as early as next year
- Director of the survey said that the bubble of economic growth is nearing its end
- The worst of the forecasts see a capital spending drop in 2019, says the survey
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Chief financial officers are predicting that a recession will hit the U.S. by 2020 following a slowing economy and huge employee cuts.

Significant corporations including General Motors and Verizon have recently implemented huge cuts within their companies.

Officers are predicting that a recession could be in place as early as next year, with 82 per cent suggesting that it is most likely to happen by the end of the following year, reports the Duke University/CFO Global Business Outlook.

Director of the survey, John Graham, said that the decade-long bubble of economic growth is nearing its end, reports CBS News.
Chief financial officers are predicting that a recession will hit the U.S. by 2020 following a slowing economy and huge employee cuts.

He said: 'The U.S. outlook has declined, and moreover the outlook is even worse in many other parts of the world, which will lead to softer demand for U.S. goods.'

The survey asked 500 chief financial officers (CFOs) for their predictions regarding the financial state of America and other countries, including 226 from North America.

The worst of the forecasts see a capital spending drop in 2019, as well as flat hiring, found the financial survey.

Significant corporations including General Motors and Verizon have recently implemented huge cuts within their companies.
It isn't just the U.S. that could suffer a downturn, projections also suggested that other regions including Africa may also head into recession.

Almost all CFOs polled, 97 per cent, suggested that they believed this would be the case no later than the end of 2019.

Campbell Harvey, a founding director of the survey and technology innovation professor at Fuqua, reported that all the factors are in place for a recession.

Officers are predicting that a recession could be in place as early as next year, with 82 per cent suggesting that it is most likely to happen by the end.

These include heightened market volatility, the impact of growth-reducing protectionism and the ominous flattening of the yield curve, which has accurately predicted recessions for the last 50 years.

Other signals indicating a potential recession include the fact that more than half a million employees working in the U.S. have been laid off so far this year, which is a 28 per cent increase on last year.
General Motors boss Mary Barra said the decision to close give of their plants and cut jobs for tens of thousands of workers was to 'stay in front of market conditions'.

However other economists argued that the yield-curve model suggests that the chance of a recession next year is only 15 per cent, said Oxford Economics.

These chances would be worsened by a policy-induced economic slowdown which would increase the cases to 20 per cent in 2019 and 36 per cent in 2020.
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MORE TOP STORIES

Khloe Kardashian finally announces the ‘secret project’ she has been working on for months as she poses in gold gown

Matt Damon fights back tears on SNL as he pays tribute to his late father one year after his death
During his monologue on the show

Miley Cyrus narrowly avoids nip slip while going braless in silver tracksuit during SNL performance with Mark Ronson
The 26-year-old singer

It’s A Wonderful Trump! SNL riffs on the Christmas classic to imagine a world where Donald is NOT president and EVERYONE is happy

Marie Osmond, 59, looks slender on First For Women cover as she explains how she has managed to keep the weight off after losing 50lbs

Tori Spelling welcomes 14-year-old ‘senior dog’ to the McDermott family: ‘We will treat him like the king he is for the rest of his twilight years’
Beverly Hills 90210 star

Tom Cruise is back in the cockpit as he is spotted filming scenes for the hotly anticipated Top Gun sequel
Near Lake Tahoe in Northern California

I'm actually really shy': Tammy Hembrow reveals she's 'reserved' in real life and says there's far more to being an Instagram model than 'aesthetically pleasing' pictures

Simon Cowell's girlfriend Lauren Silverman parades her...
trim figure in swimsuit as she hits the beach in Barbados with son Eric, 4

Johny Depp looks sharp in a three piece suit as he joins his former co-star Juliette Binoche at the Hainan International Film Festival closing gala

Ayda Field shares a sweet family holiday snap of her brood on the beach while husband Robbie puts on a cheeky display in a pair of tiny trunks

Cardi B left unimpressed as love rat ex Offset attempts to reconcile by CRASHING her Rolling Loud show with grovelling apology and 'take me back' banner

Trump slams NBC and 'SNL' as 'Democrat spin machines' after skit shows an alternative reality where he's not president - and everyone is better off

Paloma Faith shows off her signature quirky style in a VERY colorful ensemble and eccentric hair do at Sports Personality of the Year 2018 in the UK
Tara Reid, 43, puts on a leggy display as she models minidresses at Seth MacFarlane's party in Beverly Hills
The American Pie actress

Goldie Hawn dazzles in off-the-shoulder LBD and sexy over-the-knee boots as she leaves Christmas party
The actress showcased her slender figure

"He bounced and left me to clean up his mess": SNL mocks Theresa May's Brexit stress - with Matt Damon playing a chillaxed David Cameron

Scott Eastwood showcases his muscular torso before braving the waves as he hits the beach in Miami
The Pacific Rim Uprising actor

Kim Kardashian wants Kanye West 'off Twitter' as he is 'clearly not doing well amid Ariana Grande and Drake feud
Kim is over Kanye Twitter feud

Jennifer Lawrence denies Harvey Weinstein's claims they slept together and says her 'heart breaks for the women lured in by his predatory tactics'

Ariana Grande rushes to Pete Davidson's 30 Rock SNL office with an APOLOGY after post saying 'he doesn't want to be on this earth anymore' and NYPD do a wellness check

Heidi Klum, 45, packs on the PDA with beau Tom Kaulitz, 29, as they take her daughter Christmas shopping
Out in Beverly Hills, California on Saturday

She's one proud princess! Eugenie shares rare off-duty snap of her alongside pal Ellie Goulding as she praises the singer's charity work

Jaime King turns heads in a dazzling gold jacket as she attends TINGS magazine launch event in Hollywood
She's a mother to two sons
Chloe Moretz opts for comfort in gray jumper for hair appointment in LA as she keeps quiet about her steamy kiss with model Kate Harrison

Kendall Jenner gets help with her bags during trip to Barneys after being named highest paid model A little help goes a long way

LeAnn Rimes works up a sweat in khaki leggings as she prepares for her festive concert in Palm Desert Spotted squeezing in a quick workout

Kate Winslet and Saoirse Ronan set to play lesbian lovers in romance drama Ammonite They're about to get very close in their new movie

'Stop talking!' Tammy Hembrow playfully scolds her employees inside warehouse where there's a large framed photo of the Instagram model

Bebe Rexha shows off her curves in glittering bustier and red leather trousers as she performs at Tampa Jingle Ball Wowed the crowd
Tommy Lee's son Brandon 'reached out to the Motley Crue rocker over Thanksgiving to make amends'... after pair reconcile in sweet family snap

Mariah Carey, 48, slips into a striking black gown with a thigh-high split as she leaves her Brussels concert with beau Bryan Tanaka, 35

Miley Cyrus dons plunging tuxedo jacket as she cozies up to supportive beau Liam Hemsworth after SNL performance

Loved-up duo

I find that heartbreaking and also human': Sarah Silverman shares her 'profound' experience with online trolls and hecklers at her stand-up shows

Advertisement

Kylie Jenner insists 'there's only positive energy' after beau Travis Scott posts Nike sock snap in apparent reference to Drake's diss of Kanye West

Naomi Campbell puts on a chic display in a suit and silk scarf as she attends NYC musical

At the A Soulful Christmas holiday musical review

'My biggest and my littlest': Pregnant Teresa Palmer displays her baby bump as she shares a heartfelt moment between oldest son Bodhi and her unborn child

Farrah Abraham shows off her surgically-enhanced assets in tight silver dress as she debuts new pink locks on night out

Teen Mom star

Adriana Lima embraces her rocker chic style as she sports a black leather motorcycle jacket and skin-tight leggings for Big Apple outing

Diddy and son Quincy pay tribute to the late Kim Porter on her birthday

Today marks one month since Kim Porter passed away
"How many Doctors does it take to change a light bulb?": David Tennant's wife Georgia shares fun snap of actor with fellow Time Lord Peter Davison

Harvey Weinstein and Hollywood star Ashley Judd laugh and lark about on set in 2001 - four years after she says he sexually assaulted her

Geri Horner cuts a casual figure in padded coat and Chanel handbag as she enjoys Winter Wonderland trip with her family

Ginger Spice

Ralph Fiennes calls for filmmakers to 'celebrate our differences' in politically charged speech as he's given honorary prize at European Film Awards
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"It's an emotional moment sitting next to each other, playing the song I wrote": Phil Collins reveals what it's like performing with his musician son Nicholas, 17

Joel Edgerton looks back on his first ever TV acting role and reveals he quit his day job only for his character to be killed off on the first day of filming

Boy Erased star

Kylie Jenner sizzles in nude tank top as she flaunts blonde bob while pushing her new Kylie Cosmetics line

The 21-year-old positively sizzled

Kourtney Kardashian throws son Mason, nine, a huge birthday bash with almost all her famous family in attendance

She went all out

Heidi and Gisele snuggled up naked in bed together to promote the Brazilian beauty's book

Heidi, 45, and Gisele, 38, coveted their assets

Kourtney Kardashian's ex Luka Sabbat joins in her son Mason's birthday fun as he takes his turn at the pinata during extravagant bash for the nine-year-old
Dave Franco seems to channel James Dean with dark jacket and pompadour haircut while shopping in LA. He’s one of Hollywood’s favorite leading men.

Cheryl baffles fans as she licks her hand during TV performance AGAIN. She’s One Direction star Liam Payne’s ex-girlfriend.

Denise Richards walks arm-in-arm with husband Aaron Phypers as they grab lunch with her daughter Eloise. She just got married in September.

Pete Davidson shares disturbing note that states he ‘doesn’t want to be on this earth anymore’ after commenting on Ariana/Kanye feud.
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Dua Lipa shows plenty of skin in colorful crop top as the pop star poses up a storm with Paris Hilton. They joined forces on Saturday.

Jessica Simpson cradles her bump as she celebrates fashion line with all female team including mom Tina. She has a billion dollar fashion line.

Adam Sandler enjoys a casual dinner at a Beverly Hills diner with his family. Adam is enjoying some family time before the holidays.

Stephanie Pratt hosts an opening night event for her Switch Boutique and jewelry line MeMe, with Spencer Pratt and Heidi Montag in attendance.

Kylie Jenner snaps sultry selfies from inside new customized ice blue Rolls Royce with glitter ceiling. Her customized Rolls came in time for Christmas.

Busy Philipps appears to be deep in thought as the talk show host snaps a selfie for Instagram. Even a comedian has a serious moment.

Robin Thicke’s pregnant girlfriend April Love
Geary, 24, shares Christmas photo with beau Robin Thicke, 41, daughter Mia, nine months, and step-son Julian, eight

Kourtney Kardashian says ‘God blessed me with the two coolest boys in the world’ as she wishes them a happy birthday Boys turned 9 and 3

Courtney Stodden gets pulses racing as she showed off her assets in skimpy red lingerie for scintillating Instagram snap: ‘I got daddy issues’

Jennifer Lopez, 49, announces new skincare line set to launch late 2019 She turns 50 in summer, but has managed to freeze in time

Advertisement

Khloe Kardashian pouts for the camera as she shows off new pink tresses in sultry Instagram post ‘You’ll never get the same moment twice’

EXCLUSIVE: William and Kate WILL spend Christmas Day with Harry and Meghan under the Queen’s watchful eye at Sandringham It has been confirmed

Maroon 5 is struggling to find acts to perform with them at ‘music’s least wanted gig’ the Super Bowl Halftime Show thanks to the NFL feud with Colin Kaepernick

First Lady stuns in a shimmering Céline gown as she graces the Congressional Ball with Donald who calls the White House a ‘happy place’

‘I will NOT be in Australia’: Singer R. Kelly sensationally labels his Down Under tour as ‘fake’ and insists he doesn’t know its promoters

Aquaman star Jason Momoa reveals he and his mom ‘geeked out’ when they met Julia
Roberts on Late Late Show and posed for pics backstage

Kim Kardashian appears in YouTube show Beauty Battle featuring James Charles and the reality TV star's personal make-up stylist Mario Dedivanovic

Goldie Hawn, 73, shows off her athletic prowess as she bikes around town amid promo tour for The Christmas Chronicles with beau Kurt Russell

Pete Davidson will STILL appear on Saturday Night Live hours after sharing he did not want to 'be on this earth anymore' ... but NYPD say he's 'fine'

Miley Cyrus rocks trench with comically large belt as she arrives to SNL studios. She's set to perform on Saturday Night Live

Dog the Bounty Hunter’s wife Beth Chapman celebrates stepson’s birthday with a surprise video as she continues her battle with throat cancer

Jen Harley flaunts her curves in skin-tight midriff-exposing bodysuit at Sugar Me popup shop opening. Posed in an elegant outfit

Who is this mystery Keith Richards impersonator? Helen Mirren looks like a Rolling Stone as she is spotted with a US passport at Heathrow

Kanye West flashes a smile after disclosing mental health struggles amid Pete Davidson, Ariana Grande and Drake drama. He was in good spirits

Blac Chyna shows off her dazzling grillz on Instagram and plugs saucy crystal lingerie. The 30-year-old showed her 14.8m followers one of her new selections
They’ll be home for Christmas! Nicole Kidman and Margot Robbie set to spend the festive season in Australia with their families

Jersey Shore’s Ronnie Ortiz-Magro and baby mama Jen Harley pose for holiday photos with daughter Ariana Sky following engagement rumors

Jillian Barberie shares post double mastectomy recovery pic and reveals she calls her new breasts ‘Robobibs’
She was resting following her procedure

Kate Mara and Jamie Bell bundle up and brave the cold as they step out to walk their dogs in LA
They got married in July 2017 after dating for two years

Emily Blunt weighs in on her husband John Krasinski’s ‘feud’ with Hugh Jackman after he pretended to threaten the Wolverine star with violence over a cosy red carpet moment

ADVERTISEMENT

Hilary Duff looks sensational as she enjoys family day out with boyfriend Matthew Koma and children Luca, 6, and two-month-old Banks Violet

Emma Stone is still going strong with her beau Dave McCary as they are seen side-by-side at holiday party
A cute couple

Chrissy Teigen shares clip of six-month-old baby Miles with his grandma Vilailuck and dogs on Saturday... after trolls slammed his head-shaping helmet

Emma Stone admits she has NEVER seen her movie Easy A because she doesn’t want to watch herself ‘for that long’
She’s seen a handful of scenes from the film

‘It’s completely unrealistic and ridiculous’: Heavily pregnant Tammin Sursok slams pressure to lose weight after giving birth in post
More than 50 celebrities - including Ab Fab’s Joanna Lumley - sign letter demanding a ban on trophy hunters importing horns and furs

Ozzy Osbourne says he eats two tubs of ice-cream a day before going to the gym as he admits he has so much junk in his body ‘he should be dead’

Farrah Abraham teases ‘scar camouflage’ surgery to cover up her breast implant marks
She’s had three breast enhancement surgeries

Malin Akerman, 40, ‘still floating’ two weeks after wedding to Jack Donnelly, 32, as they’re seen at Disney on ice with her son
Fun trip

The Duchess of Givenchy: Her idol Audrey Hepburn was the label’s original muse. Now Meghan’s emulating her in $310,000 worth of outfits

Blake Shelton gushes about his lady love Gwen Stefani saying, ‘This is something that I feel is meant to be’
They’ve been inseparable for three years

Never-before-heard interviews of Ted Bundy in a new Netflix series reveal pornography drove him to murder at least 30 young women and girls

Ariana Grande apologizes to Kanye West for her ‘insensitive’ tweet... after he slammed the singer for using his Drake feud to promote new single

‘I can be one NOSE-Y m********al’ Comedian Artie Lange makes light of his collapsed ‘cocaine nose’ as he avoids jail time despite violating probation

Elsa Hosk and boyfriend Tom Daly make for a colorful display during a Christmas shopping trip in NYC
They’ve dated for years
Mariah Carey stuns in evening gown with high slit as she sings nativity song Follow The Star to daughter Monroe at Brussels concert
Cute display

"Have they turned their backs on the world... or just her family?": Samantha Markle snipes at Harry and Meghan over wedding snap in Christmas card

Candice Swanepoel puts her incredible figure on display in sexy swimwear... only six months after welcoming her second child
The supermodel

Megan Fox is radiant as she attends a Disney On Ice event in LA alongside Chrissy Teigen and Kendra Wilkinson
She's a mom-of-three

Back in the saddle! Pippa Middleton cycles through London as she's seen on bike for first time since giving birth
Duchess of Cambridge's sister

David Beckham's customized Porsche 911 is back on the market for $179,000 seven years after it was sold to millionaire Lebanese actor 'Mr Arab'

Miley Cyrus nearly fails to recognize her own song Party In The USA during a game of Name That Song with Jimmy Fallon
She was a good sport

Hailey Baldwin hugs and kisses husband Justin Bieber as they board a private jet in Los Angeles
The hitmaker needed some emotional support

Snooki Polizzi offers a candid insight into her pregnancy as she shares an image of herself vomiting after suffering morning sickness

Oprah said she will NOT host the Oscars... after her friend Kevin Hart stepped down from the job due to furious over old homophobic jokes
The 54-year-old media mogul
Brad Pitt is stone-faced in LA as he's seen for first time since disturbing claim 'he never wanted to adopt Pax' surfaces amid Angelina Jolie fight

Tom Cruise, 56, bonds with Top Gun: Maverick co-star Miles Teller, 31, as they wear flight gear while shooting scenes in Lake Tahoe, California

DON'T MISS

Making waves! Australian-made superhero flick Aquaman starring Nicole Kidman and Jason Momoa hits $150million at the global box office

Sofia Richie rocks blue knit robe as she poses by ruins on Saudi Arabian holiday with beau Scott Disick. She took a luxurious trip to Qatar last year

Nikki Bella is DATING AGAIN as she asks a hunk to dance in Total Bellas trailer... months after John Cena split Her storied engagement is over

Harvey Weinstein 'masturbated on an aspiring actress, forced oral sex against her will and boasted that he'd slept with Jennifer Lawrence'

Drew Barrymore, 43, seen for the first time since ex Will Kopelman was pictured on dinner date with supermodel Karen Elson, 39
Gabrielle Union, 46, glows as she shares more adorable snaps of five-week-old baby Kaavia. She welcomed her baby girl on November 7.

Heidi Klum, 45, wears an extra long sweatshirt as a dress on top of athletic pants during an outing with beau Tom Kaulitz, 29, and her son Henry.

EXCLUSIVE: Princess Di's butler offers advice to Meghan ahead of 'intense' royal Christmas full of 'egos' and warns her to stay close to hubby Harry.

Jonathan Cheban models It's A Lonely Place hoodie in NYC... after landing 'multi-million dollar contract' with BurgerIM. Kim Kardashian's BFF.

Jack Whitehall looks dapper as he heads into a private members' club alongside a female fan during London night out. He was enjoying a school reunion.

Jennifer Lopez, 49, reveals she cast daughter Emme, 10, in her music video 'Limitless... and says the child was a total 'professional'.

Kendra Wilkinson poses with mini-me daughter at Disney On Ice event as she says first Christmas without husband Hank Baskett is 'not easy'.

Idris Elba admits he thought Luther would be OVER if he didn't agree to do another series... ahead of fifth season premiere. The actor is 46.

Michael Buble says he 'doesn't give a s**t' if his album sells 'one or 10 million copies' as long as his kids are healthy... after son's cancer battle. The loving father.

Offset issues heartfelt apology to Cardi B with new video: 'All I want...
for my birthday is my wife back’
The heartbroken rapper turned 27

“Before you leave you need to put one more thing on”: Nicole Richie shares the one fashion rule she always breaks
She is known to be one of the best dressed in the fashion industry

Chrissy Teigen and John Legend treat their little princess Luna to the star-studded Disney On Ice Dare To Dream Celebrity Skating Party
Family time

Kim Kardashian celebrates nephews Reign and Mason Disick’s birthdays with Kourtney at Disneyland
It was a big family outing for the clan

Kim Kardashian shows off her skating skills as she helps celebrate the late Kim Porter’s twin daughter’s 12th birthday
Party time

He THOR looks ripped! Chris Hemsworth shows off his washboard abs and bulging biceps in a post-workout video while in Thailand
A very sexy display

Camilla reveals grandmother was in emergency air ambulance flight to hospital as she visits service’s HQ
Royal visit

Gigi Hadid sizzles in a deeply plunging velvet dress for shoot as her beau Zayn Malik also lends his model looks to fashion campaign
Model behavior

Drake ‘beefs up security at his home in Southern California amid bitter feud with Kanye West... who lives in the same neighborhood’
Tensions

Niall Horan is spotted with mysterious blonde in London days after ‘split from Hailee Steinfeld’
The former One Direction star
CFOs predict a recession could hit the U.S. as early as NEXT YEAR

- John Travolta sports a quirky slicked back hairdo as he supports pal Pitbull's hand and footprint ceremony at Hollywood's iconic Chinese Theater

- Hilary Duff shows off her curves in plunging top and skin tight jeans in Beverly Hills... after giving birth ONE month ago

- Drew Barrymore's ex Will Kopelman pictured on bundled-up dinner date with model Karen Elson
  He seemed smitten as they chatted away

- Christina El Moussa jokes there were days she wanted to 'kill' ex Tarek as Flip Or Flop stars give first joint interview since divorce

- Bachelor star Amanda Stanton insists 'I'm naturally skinny' after she's attacked by body shamers online
  Slapped down negative comments

- Emma Bunton sports a bright pink coat and glasses as she enjoys romantic stroll with fiancé Jade Jones
  The 42-year-old former Spice Girl

- Amber Heard gives leggy display as she dazzles in white couture gown during Aquaman promo tour
  It's just one week until it hits the screens

- The Bachelorette vet Ali Fedotowsky holds her 'little brave boy' Riley as she uses oxygen mask on him... after revealing his breathing 'still isn't great'

- Hailey Baldwin cuts edgy figure in leather jacket and velvet trousers as she heads to Scooter Braun's house with husband Justin Bieber

- Sofia Vergara is casual chic as she softens her camouflage pants with pink platforms while out shopping in Beverly Hills

- Avril Lavigne appears NUDE behind a guitar on cover for new album
Head Above Water
She was the queen of edgy pop back in the early 2000s

Remy Ma and husband Papoose welcome first child, a baby girl, as rapper says 'I'm the happiest wife on the planet'

Ryan Gosling cuts a cool figure bundling up in two jackets as he braves the chilly NYC weather
Was promoting his latest Critics Choice nomination

Lucy Hale rocks black denim trench coat and high waist jeans as she grabs a smoothie on the go in Los Angeles
She's one of Hollywood's up-and-coming stars

'It makes it hard to find a boyfriend': Victoria's Secret model Georgia Fowler reveals the 'lonely' side of her jet-setting lifestyle
Model behavior

'I went through all these phases': Shania Twain gets candid about her emotional state she was in when writing her 'drinking song' Poor Me

Paris Hilton is sophisticated chic as she shows off her legs in a black couture dress during an outing in Beverly Hills

Amy Schumer asks 'am I glowing?' as pregnant comic lies hooked up to IV drip on her sofa
She is expecting her first child with husband Chris

Ariel Winter rocks ripped denim as she walks arm-in-arm with her boyfriend Levi Meaden for trip to the salon in LA

Emily Blunt is up for starring in a Mary Poppins Returns sequel, revealing she sees Poppins as a 'superhero'
Mila Kunis dazzles in a festive sequin sweater as she and Ashton Kutcher hit budget store Target in Los Angeles
Looking for those holiday discounts

Kanye West gets started on the holiday shopping as he visits Kim’s favorite Balenciaga... after Kardashian wife defends him in Drake Twitter feud

K-Pop boy band BTS reveal they had plans to DISBAND after they ‘suffered a lot’... as group win Artist Of The Year at Mnet Asian Music Awards

Kylie Jenner shows off customized ice blue Rolls Royce... as makeup mogul gets her name ENGRAVED on it and a glittering headliner

Rita Ora cuts a chic figure in black overcoat and matching beanie as she arrives at JFK airport
Jetted back into New York after appearing in London

Ed Westwick pictured for first time after rape charges are dropped... as he returns to set in Britain to film the Netflix show White Gold

Chloe Sevigny keeps things casual in sweatpants and leather jacket while shopping in NYC
Was enjoying the Miami sunshine last week

Steve Harvey declares he is not interested in hosting the Oscars because he doesn’t want them ‘digging up my past’

Dakota Johnson keeps warm in pullover sweater and leggings as she heads to a workout in Los Angeles... amid reports she could get engaged to Chris Martin

Trans-cending beauty: Spanish stunner breaks down barriers as the first ever transgender Miss Universe contestant

Tamera Mowry-Housley shares devastated
tribute to niece Alaina as she marks the day murdered teen was due to come home for Christmas break

Ashley Tisdale debuts new bright PINK hair color as she enjoys holiday shopping in West Hollywood
Has decided on a bold look

Simon Cowell’s eye-popping American girlfriend Lauren Silverman, 41, flaunts her curves in a TINY bikini on Barbados family break

Jada Pinkett Smith talks candidly about battle with severe depression on new Red Table Talk: “Waking up was worst part of day”

Emily Ratajkowski bundles up for a date night with her husband Sebastian Bear-McClard in NYC
Attended a Broadway opening

Jenna Dewan grabs a bagel as she runs errands in a simple yet classy outfit
The Witches of East End actress was spotted out in Los Angeles

Devon Windsor and Sailor Brinkley-Cook help sell Christmas cookies to benefit children with cancer
Wanted to spread a little Christmas cheer

“I am used to having salt and pepper on my chicken” Oprah speaks out after old clip from her talk show went viral because of her bad reaction to a recipe

Irina Shayk puts on a busty display in plunging pearl-studded dress as she attends store opening in Spain
Turned heads as she arrived

Louis Tomlinson’s sister Lottie makes a statement in a PVC-style mini dress and pink hair for Christmas party
She’s starting to make a name for herself as a
CFOs predict a recession could hit the U.S. as early as NEXT YEAR | Daily Mail Online

The page contains a list of news headlines and articles:

- Benicio Del Toro cast as Dora The Explorer villain Swiper the Fox for live action film of popular cartoon. Is this his most evil character yet?
- Kristen Stewart rocks the punk look with artfully messy hair and ripped jeans as she grabs lunch with friends. The Twilight actress was spotted in Los Angeles.
- Courtney Stodden shows off her body in barely-there monokini as she sucks on a lollipop to promote Daddy Issues pop single.
- Vanderpump Rules’ Raquel Leviss is forced to defend boyfriend James Kennedy’s bad behavior as Katie vows ‘This has to f**king end’.
- Sarah Jessica Parker dismisses talks of Sex And The City 3 as she says simply ‘I just don’t have a clue’. There have been feuds among the cast.
- Sophie Brussaux, the mother of Drake’s son, wades into the rapper’s Twitter feud with Kanye West. The musicians are having a very public row.
- ‘This coat is ON POINT’: Twitter goes wild for old Max Mara coat worn by Nancy Pelosi in now-viral exit from White House - prompting brand to re-release it.
- Salma Hayek rummages through her suitcase on airport floor... but was she trying to save the excess baggage fee?
- Markle sparkle v. country Kate: Two very telling cards...and deliciously they reveal all you need to know about the different wives of Windsor.
- Kaley Cuoco and husband wrap up warm as they jet off to snow-speckled Switzerland for belated honeymoon...six months after pair tied the knot.

From Jenna Bush Hager’s earliest trips to...
the White House to Al Roker's tree-cutting adventures, Today stars reveal their favorite Christmas traditions

Tom Cruise shows off his stunt skills as he dives through the snow in Lake Tahoe for intense Top Gun 2 scenes
Action hero

Offset 'wants wife Cardi B back' as it's claimed split has been 'really bothering' the rapper
He was dumped earlier this month

Prince William dons military uniform to represent his grandmother Queen Elizabeth at the Sovereign's Parade at Sandhurst

Miley Cyrus reveals mother Tish 'smokes more pot than anyone I know' during Tonight Show appearance
Revealed that mother Tish, 51, is a 'big stoner'

Khloe Kardashian 'likes' Tristan Thompson's Instagram birthday tribute to his son Prince, 2, whom he shares with ex Jordan Craig

EXCLUSIVE: Movie legend Julie Andrews' granddaughter tells how Dax Shepard rekindled their romance with night of steamy sex behind Kristen Bell's back

EXCLUSIVE: Ashley Benson exhibits her fantastic abs in a sporty crop top and trousers as she grabs lunch to go in Los Angeles
Sports casual

EXCLUSIVE: Adrienne Bailon and Jeannie Mai are AT WAR with Tamera Mowry-Housley after she 'refused to help The Real co-hosts get pay raises'

Kourtney Kardashian shows off of her lavish Christmas decorations as she preps for the holidays at home including THREE trees
Khloe Kardashian jokes Chrissy Teigen and John Legend will get a 'restraining order' against Kris Jenner after manager promotes holiday show

Leslie Mann looks elegant and casual cool as she dons three different outfits during promo stops in NYC for new film Welcomes To Marwen

RHONJ alum Amber Marchese defends husband James after he said that 'NO STRAIGHT MALE wants his son to be gay’

Kendall Jenner retains her crown as highest paid model in the world after earning $22.5 million... while Gigi Hadid is in seventh place on $9.5 million

Hailey Baldwin shows off her toned tummy and new ‘glamorous but laidback’ hairstyle as she steps out in Beverly Hills

Romeo Beckham cozies up to Harper in adorable family photo as he brands the seven-year-old the ‘best sister ever’

Doting brother

Nicole Hilton catches the eye in a bold leopard print jacket at Mick Jagger’s star-studded Christmas party

Stepping out

Bethenny Frankel flashes her cleavage in low-cut silver bodysuit and neon accents for eighties style look... and coordinates with her RHONY co-stars

Has Clint Eastwood made his best film yet at the age of 88? Critics heap praise on the director’s newest flick, The Mule

Natalie Portman is stylish in cream tailored pant suit at special screening of film Vox Lux in NYC

Her outfit featured a fitted jacket

Jason Momoa reveals his acting roles ‘dried up’ after his character Khal/Drogo was killed off on Game of
Whitney Port enjoys a lunch date with husband Tim Rosenman as they reveal they’re sending one-year-old son Sonny to a Montessori school.

Merry and bright: Melania brings Christmas cheer to sick children in DC hospital while wearing festive candy-cane striped shoes.

Destiny’s Child alum Michelle Williams shares loving words with her now former fiancé Chad Johnson in shoot for Amare magazine.

Lil Pump arrested in Miami airport after rapper is ‘kicked off Los Angeles bound flight for disorderly conduct’ Rapper was arrested at a Miami airport.

Robin Thicke and Pharrell must give $5.3M to family of Marvin Gaye and split Blurred Lines royalties with singer’s estate after ripping off Got to Give It Up.

Co-founder of Vine and HQ Trivia Colin Kroll is found dead ‘of an apparent cocaine and heroin overdose’ in... Florida lawyer claims to have uncovered Hugh Hefner’s sordid celebrity sex tapes filmed at his star-studded...

The bank of mom and dad! American parents are eating into their own retirement fund by spending $509BILLION...

 Universities sell emergency contraception Plan B from VENDING machines for just $15 - cheaper than the...

There's no place like Washington for the holidays! The Evergreen State is found to have the MOST Christmas...

Brazilian 'Sweeney Todd' cannibal who with his wife and mistress killed at least three women and baked their...

It’s not just women! Eye-opening new thread sees MEN reveal their dating insecurities - including worrying...

‘I hope you get rid of Trump soon’: Former Mexican President criticizes Donald Trump over the death of a...

Trump assails 'rat' Michael Cohen for turning on him as he goes on Twitter rant against range of political...
'Over my dead body' Giuliani rules out special counsel interview of Trump and defends president's hush money...

'If it comes to it, absolutely': White House adviser Stephen Miller says they WILL shut down government if...

Trump slams NBC and 'SNL' as 'Democrat spin machines' after skit shows an alternative reality where he's not...

'He bounced and left me to clean up his mess': US comedy show SNL mocks Theresa May's Brexit stress - with...

Truck driver saves two dogs who were thrown out of a moving car on a snowy New York highway

Academics accuse Meghan Markle of dropping her feminist beliefs as part of an 'upperclass makeover' to...

The Queen is set to hand the Duchess of Sussex her first royal patronages before Meghan goes on maternity...

Gossip Girl actress Kelly Rutherford's multimillionaire ex-husband Daniel Giersch puts his £11.25m Cannes...

Santa Claus impersonator is shot at while driving home with his wife after a holiday party in Texas

Family of slain Green Beret say they are furious comrade Maj. Matthew Golsteyn faces charges of murdering the...

REVEALED: How American tourists risk gang shootings, illicit alcohol and even death while vacationing in...

Former school cafeteria worker is suing the Army for $35million after her arm was crushed by a Humvee that...

'Camp Fire' evacuees are allowed to return home 38 days after the deadly wildfire that killed 86 people...

CUNY's integrity expert is fired from his teaching position after 'yanking a female student's ponytail'...

Pete Davidson makes a VERY brief but low-key appearance on SNL to introduce Miley Cyrus hours after the NYPD...

Missing Colorado mom's case leads to $25,000 reward posted from an anonymous donor as the search at her...

Man found dead in burning car in New Jersey Buffalo Wild Wings parking lot

'My gift for my boss is my two weeks' notice': Office workers reveal the worst Secret Santa presents they've...

Michigan woman is killed after being crushed at an Indiana tollbooth when she got out of her car after...

Adorable footage shows moment kitten comforts sick puppy by massaging its head at a veterinary clinic
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